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A Few Words from the Editor
Here you are, you lucky people – the SWRA’s Year Book!
Every year, I plead for members for articles or photos but never get many so I hope my own
(substantial) efforts are interesting for you. Obviously, we have the photos from our Shows that are
always nice to see (especially if your own dog is featured) but as we only really have one “dog paper”
now, I am conscious of repeating any articles you may have already read. However, I have included a
couple as I am aware many breeders now like to give a copy of their Year Book to their new puppy
owners so features on health or non –show related matters are always helpful. As always, any
additions for next year’s book are gratefully received.
On that note, I am putting it out there to find someone who will commit to finding me at least 3 articles
during the year. If you think you could be that person, please put your hand up. You are probably
reading them anyway so it’s just a case of sending them to me once you are done?
I was speaking to Carol the other day from Rottweiler Welfare and it was “interesting” the excuses
people come up with for abandoning their dogs, and the dogs’ ages: she had 3 enquiries just that
weekend for two 10 year olds and an 11 year old. Of course, 6 – 9 month old boys are still the most
common but it breaks my heart how humans can be so detached. I know all the breeders who read
this book take a huge amount of trouble to vet their potential new homes and if stuff happens, do
everything they can to help rehome their puppies. However, imagine what a difference a donation to
a Rescue would make if 10% - or even £10 – of every puppy sold went to the Charity?
Please leave your copy of this book “lying around” – it might encourage anyone who picks it up to join
the South West Rottweiler Association!
Nicola Marker
nikki@hansfordbell.co.uk

Chairman’s Report
2018 was the fledgling Committee’s first time to host the Open and Championship Shows. Overall,
they both went very well but as with everything, there is always room for improvement.
The Open Show also held Limited Obedience classes and it’s always lovely to see these classes
supported.
The Committee were over the moon to have been graded “excellent” at both Shows after a Kennel
Club inspection at each. Well done to my fellow Committee members and especially to our Secretary,
Gemma, for swatting up on the rules & regulations and answering all questions thrown at her with
ease!
The new venue, Glenda Spooner Farm, also proved a hit amongst exhibitors and all the feedback we
received was great. All being well, I’m hoping this can be the permanent venue for our Shows.
Once again, thank you to those who have continued to support the Club by becoming or renewing
your membership. If you haven’t yet done so, please do! It’s the only way the club can keep going and
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putting on shows for you! And of course there are many more reasons to be a member (see our
website for details)
Do feel free to get in touch if you have any ideas for the Club, events we could put on etc. We are your
Club and would love your feedback.
Wishing you and your dogs a happy and healthy 2019.
Victoria Strawbridge-Clapp
Chairman

Secretary’s Report
Well what can I say about 2018? It has been a year of learning; everything from organising a show
through to learning lots of new faces – including TWO Kennel Club inspectors!
As we are a new Committee, along with moving venues to the wonderful Glenda Spooner Farm for
our Championship Show, we were inspected for both the Open and Championship Shows. I am
delighted to report that the South Western Rottweiler Association received an Excellent grading from
both inspectors.
We have learnt a lot this year on the organisation and running of shows. Whilst we have not been
perfect, I am incredibly proud of the Committee and what we as a group have worked to achieve. The
constructive feedback from our members has been invaluable and I really hope you will see in this
years’ shows how this has been taken on board to continue improving and building on the wonderful
show experience.
The Open show in April was well attended, with good entry levels for both the show exhibitors and
obedience. I was also pleased to see a strong turnout for our Championship Show, especially being
held at a new venue, Glenda Spooner Farm. I was delighted to hear all of the positive feedback you
gave about the venue and large rings to give plenty of running room. As a result we have decided to
hold both of our 2019 shows at this venue, keeping with large rings to showcase the beauty of
Rottweiler movement.
Along with shows, and the discounted entry you receive as members, I would like to take this
opportunity to remind you of some of the other benefits you receive by being a member. Not only do
you get this fabulous Year Book, put together by our talented Treasurer, you also receive discounted
rates for JLPP testing with Laboklin and Animal Diagnostics and the Dog of the Year points system to
see which members will represent us at the annual event. Please make sure you take advantage of
these and speak to anyone on the Committee if you would like more details.
As members you really do make the South Western Rottweiler Association what it is, with the
atmosphere at events and your gorgeous rotties! I would like to thank you all for being a part of it
and I am looking forward to seeing you all again in March and October.
Gemma Grice
Secretary
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The Treasurer’s Report
After last year’s large expense of new perpetual trophies and generally updating our “stock”, 2018
was a much less expensive time. Our Membership has increased and advertising in the Year Book
meant it nearly broke-even. However, the Open Show made a loss (as every year) but the
Championship Show carried us through. Phew! Thank you to everyone who has supported the Club
by any of these methods – lots of you by all of them.
Our Club continues to contribute £480 a year to the Rottweiler Rescues. This is a notable proportion
of our total income but as a Committee, we feel our support is vital and would encourage all of our
members to consider regular donations if you possibly can afford to.
Many of our members have started to enjoy our Standing Order facility to pay your membership subs
automatically. It is a great way make sure you never forget and of course provides vital cash flow with
the least amount of time consuming chasing from me. Thank you to everyone who has taken this step
and for anyone thinking about it, the Standing Order mandate can be printed from the website or
removed/copied from the back of this book.
Happy 2019 everyone, and good luck with your gorgeous black-n-tans.
Nicola Marker
Treasurer
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Open Show: Judge’s Critiques
Sunday 25th March 2018
I would like to thank the Committee for inviting me to judge at their Breed Open Show, having been a
member for many, many years and my local club it was a pleasure to accept your invitation, thanks
also to my lovely stewards on the day for your efficient ring procedure and smiley faces.
Overall, I was happy with my main winners today but still feel front assembly needs improving, heads
overall were of good ratios and temperaments were exemplary.
Thanks to the exhibitors in taking all my decisions in good spirit and hope you enjoyed your day as
much as I did.

DOGS

Minor Puppy Dog
1st (Kitchenside) Jaegerot Man In The Mirror
7 months, Small to medium size puppy
presenting with good bone and substance
for age/size. Head of good size and
proportions good length of muzzle to back
skull. Adequate muzzle width with correct
dentition. Eye almond shape and with
medium colour. Good neck leading into good
shoulders with good length of leg for size.
Super body and length of loin, good
angulation at rear with good width of thigh.
Good movement, OK tail but does tend to
carry it quite high on the move. BPD
2nd (Barton) Samala’s Enzo Ferrari
8 months, medium sized puppy with good
bone and substance. Another with a head of
good proportions with correct stop, slight
wrinkle on expression, correct dentition,
dark flews, mottled mouth pigmentation,
eye almond shape of dark colour. Overall a
dog of with good proportions and correct
length of loin, rich tan and good coat, balanced angles but slightly high on the rear at this stage whilst
moving and another carrying his tail a little high.
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Puppy Dog
1st (Evans) Paladuro Gold Dollar At
Maddiecass
9½ months, small to medium sized puppy
with good bone and substance, head of good
proportions with broad skull but would
prefer a stronger stop, dark almond shape
eye, small ears correctly placed close to the
cheek, correct dentition, black flews with
mottled mouth pigment, good strong neck
leading into correct lay of shoulder, straight
front legs placed on good feet, nicely angled
rear, good coat texture with rich colouring
creating a good stride on the move, correct
tail.
2nd (Williams) Westfalen Just Because
Rylusha
10 months, larger sized puppy, with good bone and substance, head of good proportions still
developing, medium almond shape eye, medium ears, correct dentition, dark flews, slightly upright in
front angles, a little long in leg to body at this stage, correct coat, moved ok
Junior Dog - No Entries
Yearling Dog - No Entries

Post Graduate Dog
1st (Kitchenside) Cheroho Gamorian Guard
Medium sized with adequate bone &
substance. Heads with correct proportions
but would like better fill on the cheek and
under eye. Medium/dark eye, medium ear,
correct dentition with black flews and
mottled mouth pigmentation. Strong neck
leading into good shoulders with adequate
forechest, nice roomy front with slightly out
turned feet, strong back and croup, with well
angled rear. This dog moved with the best
movement today in the males but carries his
tail a little high whilst moving. Best Dog and
Reserve Best In Show
2nd (White & Blagdon) Botlierstop Baltic
Amber
Medium sized, overall of good size and
substance, head with good proportions, small ears carried slightly away from cheek, correct dentition,
black flews and dark mouth pigment, eye almond shape, would prefer a darker eye as this detracts
from this dog’s expression. Slightly upright in shoulder but has good length of loin and good width of
thigh, well-muscled and presented well. Moved well.
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Limit Dog
1st (Lungano) Carsal Pepe
Large sized with overall good substance,
correct ratio of skull to muzzle, dark eye,
needs more fill under the eye to
complete the overall look of this dog,
body of good length, with strong bone
and leg length, slightly upright in
shoulder, strong loin and rear, with
correct feet, moved ok.
2nd (Jones) Westfalen Hot Fuzz
Smaller in size, but has good substance,
head of good proportions, adequate
stop and good padded muzzle, would
prefer better fill under eye, black flews
with mottled mouth pigment. Strong
neck leading into good shoulder and
straight legs on lovely feet, well angled rear with good width of thigh, moved ok.

Open Dog
1st (Williams) Jimeva Sonicboom Rylusha
Medium sized dog carrying a little too
much weight today. Strong head with
good length of muzzle, needs more cheek
fill, would prefer a cleaner top skull and
more defined stop. Complete dentition
with black flews and broken mouth
pigment, strong neck into well laid
shoulders with good forechest, short in
loin and well angulated rear, this dog
moves really well with a great side gait.
Reserve Best Dog
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Veteran Dog
1st (Hopgood) Saint Lythans Bronze Hero
Medium sized, overall adequate bone &
substance, head of correct proportions just
wished he used his ears more. Dark eye,
broad skull, black flews, slightly mottled
mouth pigment, strong neck leading into
adequate front and body of correct length
and loin, slightly over angulated at the rear
but creates a nice outline on the move.
2nd (Tuttle) Rostock Ice Warrior
Medium sized, head of good proportion with
good width of muzzle, medium sized ears
carried slightly away from the cheek, dark
eye, black flews with mottled mouth
pigment. Good width to front on ok feet with
roomy chest. Upright in front which means
on the move he carries his head too high and
not moving harmoniously with his rear.

BITCHES
Minor Puppy Bitch
1st (Vanson) Vonkassel Jade At Tiesto
7 months, head of excellent proportions, small
ears which are carried slightly high and away
from the cheek, eye almond shape of medium
colour, good width of muzzle and nicely
padded cheeks, correct dentition, black flews
with slightly mottled mouth pigment. Slightly
arched neck leading into good shoulders and
straight legs on correct feet. Good depth of
chest and body with short loin and good tail.
Moved well for a baby with enthusiasm rising
slightly high behind at the moment. BPB &
BPIS. One to watch.
2nd (Vick) Ava Von Der Alten Festung At
Vickangles (Imp HRV)
6 months Very raw puppy who is finer in bone
and substance, she has a head still very much in its developing stage and needs to strengthen. Eye
almond shape of dark colour, correct dentition, with black flew & mottled mouth pigment. Roomy
front with good angles front & rear moved ok.
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Puppy Bitch
1st (Smith) Westfalen Because I Am One
10 months, medium sized with good bone &
substance, rich markings, dark flews with
mottled mouth pigment, dark almond shape
eye, head of good proportion with adequate
stop. Good top & underline but upright in
shoulder which when she moves doesn’t
enable her to reach as well as she could.

Junior Bitch
1st (Longden) Whisperdowns Juliet At
Thunderhead
Small to medium compact bitch with good
bone & substance. Head of good proportions
but really wish she had used her ears to see
her expression, correct dentition, dark flews
with mottled mouth pigment. Good front
with straight front legs and good feet, short
coupled in body and good angulation at rear,
correct tail which she carried well on her easy
flowing movement.

Yearling Bitch - No Entries
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Post Graduate Bitch
1st (Lloyd & Davies) Desalinnah’s Snowflake
There is so much to like about this bitch,
although on the small side she has lots of
qualities.
Head of excellent proportions with the
prettiest of expressions, dark eye, dark flews
with slightly mottled mouth pigmentation,
nice padded muzzle with adequate stop
leading into a broad skull with good ears set
close to the cheek, strong neck leading into
compact body with good length of loin, good
depth of chest with elbows sitting close to
the body, well angulated rear and good
depth of thigh, correct tailset and carriage.
This bitch is so enthusiastic on the move,
moving with good reach and drive. Wishing
you every success with her in the future.
Reserve Best Bitch
2nd (Baker) MontelGO Dakota Days Of Nakota
Medium sized, slightly longer in loin than 1, correct dentition, dark eye, black flews, mottled mouth
pigment, pretty head with correct proportions, rich markings, good angulation front & rear, good
substance and depth of body, good angulation front and rear with a good set of strong thighs. Moved
well tail OK

Limit Bitch
1st (Tuttle) Falkors Wicked Secret
Another bitch with so many lovely qualities
and a pleasure to judge. Good sized bitch
with a pleasing head of good proportions
although I would like a little more stop.
Almond shape eye of correct dark brown
colour, good muzzle and adequate padding
on cheeks, broad skull with a small amount
of wrinkle on expression, good length of
neck into an excellent body which has a
good depth of chest and roomy ribcage
with good length of loin, good top and
underlines with a good movement coming
and going with a very good sidegait. An
absolute pleasure to award this bitch Best
Bitch and Best In Show.

2nd (Lewis) Minaleas’s Astrild
Small to medium sized bitch with a head of good proportions, good fill under the eye and full cheek,
correct dentition with black flews & mottled mouth pigment, small ears quite high set and away from
the cheek, almond shape eye of medium colour, compact body with adequate angulation front and
rear, good top and underline. Moved well with well carried tail.
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Open Bitch
1st (Jones) Westfalen’s Grand Design ShCm
Small bitch, Lovely head profile, small dark
almond shaped eye, medium sized ears sat
slightly away from the cheek, broad skull and
adequate fill under the eye, strong neck into
really good shoulders with well placed front
and good depth of chest, good body and
depth of chest but slightly over angulated
behind. Moved well with a correct carried tail.

Veteran Bitch
1st (Hopgood) Saint Lythans Bronze Summer
So much to like about this Veteran. A really
well-made bitch. Head of good proportions
with med/dark eye which is slightly round,
good width to skull, just wish she would carry
her ears better.
Strong neck leading into an excellent front
assembly, good top and underlines with a
slightly over angulated rear. Moved out well
with a good tail carried well.
Best Veteran in Show

JUDGE: Bev Hucker
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Best Dog & RBIS, Reserve Best Dog, Best Puppy Dog and Best Veteran Dog

Best Puppy in Show

Best Veteran in Show
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Reserve Best in Show

Falkors Wicked Secret - Best in Show AND Winner of the Limited Obedience

Classes
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Dog Bloat or Gastric Torsion (GDV)
What is Gastric Dilation Torsion?
Gastric torsion, or Gastric Dilation Volvulus (GDV) Syndrome, means twisting of the stomach, which
usually occurs because the stomach has become filled with gas. It mainly occurs in deep-chested
breeds.
What causes gastric torsion?
The cause of the condition is seen as a bit of a mystery. It is thought that if there is enough room in
the abdomen for gas-filled organs to move then occasionally they will. This is why the condition is
most common in deep chested dogs. So why do the organs become gas-filled in the first place?
There are two likely triggers:
 The first is anxiety. Animals (including humans) usually swallow more air when they are
anxious. This is known as aerophagia (literally "eating air") and it is usually seen in stressed,
kennelled dogs. The constant intake of air causes the stomach to balloon in size, which
changes the abdomen's normal organ layout
 The second suspect is diet. If dogs are moved onto very fermentable foodstuffs that produce
gas at abnormal rates, the stomach can struggle and not deal with the gas efficiently by
burping or passing it into the intestines
Either way, the dog is now bloated, which is an emergency in itself even if not one requiring surgery.
If this inflated stomach twists however, the situation rapidly changes from serious to catastrophic.
How can I tell if my dog has GDV?
As with any emergency with your dog, if you suspect something is wrong, speak to a vet immediately,
as time is crucial. The signs to look out for are:
 Anxiety - Pacing around or trying to vomit, without success, may be warning signs
 Too much air intake - Animals often take in excessive air when anxious
 Saliva - Watch out for dribble or saliva from your dog's mouth
 Gut bloating - If you notice a distended stomach, seek advice fast
How are dogs diagnosed with GDV?
The secret to saving a dog affected by GDV is early detection. Good owners will always know when
something's wrong but signs vary from an obviously painful enlarged abdomen to pacing around and
'trying to throw-up but can't', to shock and collapse. A GDV victim will commonly dribble a small river
of saliva from its mouth, denied its normal flow through the body by the obstructing twist. Another
common effect is restricted breathing as the expanded and twisted stomach pushes the diaphragm.
This accelerates problems, causing more discomfort, anxiety, and even panic.
How is GDV treated in dogs?
Treatment for GDV affected dogs differ with the severity of the condition. It usually involves an x-ray
to see what state the dog's stomach is in and whether surgery is required. Animals critical with GDV
are high anaesthetic risks, so your vet may use heavy intravenous sedation first to make sure the dog
is pain-free and lying still. If the stomach is an abnormal size and requires some kind of treatment,
there are a few methods that vets may try to relieve your dog of pain. Your vet may:
 Pass a stomach tube through the mouth and down the oesophagus to try to decompress the
bloated stomach
18



Clip a small patch of skin on the left flank and puncture the abdominal wall with a catheter to
release excess gas, which immediately decompresses the bloated stomach and restores
normal breathing patterns and blood-flow

One reason that time is so important in the case of a GDV is that the twist can obliterate the gastric
blood supply and result in the death of the dog's stomach wall (necrosis). This can lead to perforation
and fatal peritonitis. Once the stomach has been partially decompressed and intravenous fluids are
flowing and breathing is improved, the next step is invasive surgery. Sometimes the vet may reposition
the stomach and fasten it to the inner abdominal wall to help prevent GDV happening again. Patients
are usually hospitalised for at least 48 hours as post-operative effects such as toxins released by
traumatised tissues can cause major complications including heart attacks, peritonitis and sudden
death.
Marc Abraham and was originally published in the Crufts Magazine: www.marcthevet.com Gill Arney
& Derek Hamilton set up the Canine Bloat Awareness campaign after their Dobermann, Beau survived
gastric torsion in 2008. They produced a flyer (in conjunction with several vets) detailing the signs to
look out for and a very simple message - if you see these signs then get your dog to the vet. Gill will
send packs of flyers (free of charge) to any UK address, or you can email info@safedog.co.uk to get a
PDF copy. There is also a Facebook group Canine Bloat Awareness.
Copyright The Kennel Club Limited
Reproduced with their permission

Gum Disease in Dogs
Probably the most common problem that affects dogs' mouths is gum disease. Starting silently with
no obvious signs or symptoms, it advances quickly, causing chronic pain, eroded gums, missing teeth,
even bone loss - a fate hardly fair to your four-legged friend. In fact gum disease is so common, studies
show over 80% of dogs suffer a stage of gum disease before they are three years old.
What causes gum disease?
Bacteria cause gum disease (periodontal disease). Straight after your dog eats, bacteria - along with
food, saliva, and other particles - forms a sticky film called 'plaque' over oral surfaces (like tooth
enamel).
Gum disease is five times more common in dogs than humans, as dogs have a more alkaline mouth,
promoting plaque formation. Also, most dogs don't have their teeth brushed every day, giving plaqueforming bacteria the chance they need to multiply.
Bacteria in plaque instruct your dog's immune system to recognise them as foreign, quickly
marshalling white blood cells to attack. Plaque bacteria then instruct white blood cells to release
enzymes to break down gum tissue. This skirmish leads to inflamed gums, destroyed tissue, and loss
of teeth, bone, and even jaw fracture; all caused by untreated gum disease.
What effects can gum disease cause?
Plaque causes inflammation (reddening) of the gums (gingivitis) which can initially be very subtle,
making them more likely to bleed. Plaque not removed over time hardens, mineralising into calculus
(tartar), the browny yellow hard substance on your dog's teeth, and the perfect surface for even more
plaque to stick to, speeding up the whole process. Gingivitis is reversible but, if left untreated, it
progresses to periodontitis.
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Periodontitis is irreversible, characterised by loss of attachment for the tooth in the socket, which may
lead to tooth mobility, loss of tooth, and severe infections. Bacteria may potentially enter the
bloodstream every time your dog chews, causing infections much further afield in the heart, lungs and
kidneys.
Effects of severe gum disease can include abnormal bad breath (halitosis) caused by periodontal
disease. Imagine your own breath if you stopped brushing your teeth for a few days! Never ignore this
early warning sign of disease. There are many other causes of bad breath too, so it's important to get
it checked by your vet as soon as possible, rather than assume it's normal or an inevitable sign of old
age.
Dental disease can be painful, but most animals are extremely good at covering up the signs and will
rarely stop eating. So look out for difficulty picking up food; bleeding or red gums; loose teeth; blood
in saliva, water bowl or on chew toys; strange noises when eating; pawing at mouth/face; and
dribbling. If in any doubt, ask your vet.
What may my vet do if my dog has a problem?
Most vets perform some degree of dentistry, with no such thing as a 'typical dental'. All cases require
thorough examination of the patient, both conscious and under anaesthetic. This involves examining
every tooth individually, both visually and with a special probe. Dental X-Rays are often indicated to
see what's happening below the gum-line in the root/socket area. Extractions, or other treatments
may be required, and most patients will require scaling and polishing of teeth to remove plaque and
tartar before waking up.
Pets need general anaesthetic to have dentistry performed as what we see is literally the tip of the
iceberg; disease isn't often discovered until the animal is examined asleep. Your vet's priority is also
to ensure your dog doesn't feel any pain, and even scaling and polishing can cause minor discomfort,
so your vet always recommend that they are safely anaesthetised.
How can I prevent gum disease?
Preventing gum disease should be a part of your routine canine care with teeth ideally brushed daily,
just like ours, minimising bacteria and their by-products and helping your dog maintain a healthy
mouth. Surprisingly many owners seem reluctant to brush their dog's teeth as they think their dog
won't like it, but most respond well, actually enjoying this new form of attention. So ask your vet to
demonstrate, introduce gradually using rewards and doggie toothpaste, and you'll be brushing in no
time!
If possible, introduce teeth brushing as a puppy so he or she grows up thinking it's quite normal.
Regular brushing, and at least twice yearly checks with your vet, should mean less dental disease.
Feed quality dog food, 'dental diets', or special foods that prevent plaque from hardening. If in doubt,
ask your vet about what diet is best for your dog, and offer tooth friendly toys and treats as well.
Remember, many pet insurance policies don't cover dental work so it's even more important to look
after your pet's teeth.
This article was written by Marc Abraham and was originally published in the Crufts Magazine www.thecruftsmagazine.com. Marc Abraham is a vet based in Brighton. He regularly appears on UK
television. For more information about Marc please visit www.marcthevet.com.
Copyright The Kennel Club Limited
Reproduced with their permission
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Long nails and why it’s important to trim them
Why it is important to trim your dog’s nails?
As well as not looking very nice (and potentially ruining your flooring), long claws can make it
uncomfortable and awkward for your dog to walk and is one of the top five most common disorders
affecting dogs in the UK. Getting into the habit of trimming your dog’s claws regularly can be difficult,
especially if they don’t enjoy having their paws touched or claws clipped. To make matters worse,
many owners are reluctant to clip their dog’s claws because they’re concerned that they might cut
into the quick (a blood supply that lies part- way along the middle of claw). Despite these challenges,
regularly caring for your dog’s claws is of the utmost importance and will keep their paws healthy and
pain free.
Why do my dogs nails grow long?
Just like your nails, your dog’s claws are constantly growing. Your dog’s wild ancestors will have
naturally worn down their claws whilst running, hunting and scratching, but because our pets spend
much of their time indoors or running on soft surfaces, such as lawns, they get very little wear on the
claws. Taking your dog for regular walks, including hard surfaces such as pavements will help to
shorten their claws, but may not be enough to keep them as short as they should be.
What problems can long claws cause?
Long claws are more prone to chipping, tearing, splitting and breaking, which can be very painful and
may require veterinary treatment. As well as being prone to damage, when a dog stands or walks on
a long clawed paw it puts pressure on the wrong parts of the foot, causing pain and discomfort. To try
and minimise this pain your dog may move slightly differently, which in turn may make them more
susceptible to other joint injuries, particularly in older dogs where posture may already be a
problem. In extreme cases the nails can grow so long that they curl over and dig into the pad of their
paws.
Dewclaws
As well as the claws at the end of each toe, many dogs also have an additional one, called the dewclaw,
which can be found on the inside of the leg. Some dogs have dewclaws only on the front two legs,
some dogs have dewclaws on every leg and some may even have two dewclaws on each of the rear
legs. In some dogs, these claws are only held on to the leg by loose skin and may be prone to ripping
or tearing. This claw does not touch the ground and so is not worn down when they walk and often
requires trimming more often than other claws.
The quick
Running in the centre of each claw is a section of nerves and blood vessels called the quick. When
cutting your dog’s claws, the section containing the quick should be avoided as it will be painful for
your dog and is likely to result in bleeding. In light coloured claws you can see the quick as a pink band
in the middle of the claw. In dark coloured nails you will not be able to see the quick and should
carefully trim each claw little by little until you can see a black spot in the centre of the claw. If you
go any further than this you might cut into the quick.
Dogs whose nails have not been trimmed for a long time should be trimmed cautiously because long
claws will also have a long quick. In these situations you may want to start by shortening the claws a
little at a time and do this regularly (maybe once a week) to ensure that the quick is
retreating. Shortening the claws to a healthy length may, in some instances, take months, but will be
worth it as it allows your dog to move without pain. Once their claws are shorter and more mobile,
exercising more easily will help to wear down the claws as well.
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If you do cut the quick do not panic and do not make fuss as this is likely to stress your dog even more.
Ensure you give your dog treats and use some styptic powder to stop the bleeding. Although the
amount of blood lost can look dramatic, it is unlikely to cause a healthy dog any problems.
When to cut your dog’s claws?
Each dog is different and there may be variation between breeds as to how long is too long, but as a
general rule it has been suggested that if a dog is standing on a flat surface, their claws should not
touch the ground. A good indicator that your dog’s claws may need a trim is if you can hear their claws
clicking loudly as they move around on hard or tiled floors. Depending on how active your dog is, and
the types of surface they walk on, you should aim to trim your dog’s claws once or twice a
month. Make sure you stick to this and get into a routine, i.e. first weekend of every month etc.
How to trim your dog’s claws?
There are many different ways to trim your dog’s claws and many different trimming tools that you
could use (nail clippers, guillotine trimmers, nail scissors, plier style trimmer or grinders). If you have
never trimmed your dog’s claws before then you should seek advice from your local veterinary
practice, an experienced dog person or a dog groomer who will be able to show you how to do it. If
your dog has very hairy paws it may be easier to keep them well trimmed so that you can easily see
when their nails are too long.
Getting your dog used to claw trimming
Most dogs do not like having their claws trimmed. If possible you should ensure that you start handling
their paws and trimming their claws from an early age to get them used to the process. If you do not
trim your dog’s claws regularly, or have never trimmed their claws, then they are likely to find the
experience strange and may not be keen on you handling them in this way. You may want to try and
get them used to the experience by regularly touching or manipulating their paws to start
with. Initially you could move your hands up and down their legs and paws and gently press each toe,
giving lots of praise while you do it. Once they are comfortable with you doing this you could try
clipping one claw at a time to ease them into it.
Getting everything ready
Some people may wish to have somewhere in their home that they choose to be their trimming area
each time. This should be somewhere that is comfortable for you and your dog and is bright and
allows you to see your dog’s nails well. Ensure you have everything ready (clippers, styptic, treats and
a towel in case you accidentally cut the quick).
Encouraging a positive environment
Cutting your dog’s claws successfully is largely about making your dog feel comfortable and at ease
during your grooming sessions (this may be easier said than done). You may also wish to look at
positive reinforcement methods to encourage your dog and make trimming less stressful in the future
(for both you and your dog). Giving your dog treats during the trimming process will help them make
positive associations with having their claws trimmed.
What to do if you’re really finding it difficult?
Some dogs may show signs of significant stress or even aggression when faced with having their claws
trimmed, despite gradual introductions to claw trimming, plenty of patience, positive reinforcement
and treats. If this is the case you should never try and force your dog to have their claws trimmed, but
you should consider consulting your vet, who may in turn refer you to a behaviourist.
Copyright The Kennel Club Limited
Reproduced with their permission
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Rottweiler Welfare Association

Registered Charity 279 478-R (since 1981)
Telephone: 01782 395558
Email: rottwelfare@outlook.com
Member of the ADCH and Dog Rescue Federation
We are a registered not-for-profit rescue charity, who find good homes for unwanted Rottweilers.
The aims of the Association are to:




Rescue abandoned and neglected Rottweilers and help those who are unwanted
Provide all necessary care, treatment and rehabilitation
Assess these doges for adoptability and find suitable homes for them

It is our policy to consider each rehoming request that comes to us on its own merits, regardless of
age or circumstances as we rehome puppies to oldies, although the older dog is more difficult to
rehome. Due to funds, available kennel spaces and the number of dogs looking for new homes, it
means we are normally full and are just not able to help every Rottie. Our dogs are care for in
kennels, but we try to poster puppies or young dogs.
Please note that we cannot rehome dogs that have been aggressive or have shown aggressive
responses. If you have a temperament or aggression problem and you would like our help with
regards to training and/or managing the problem, we are happy for you to telephone April, our
advisor, on 07960 930864 or email rottwelfare@outlook.com with a query which we will endeavour
to answer. If you have serious concerns about your dog’s temperament, we recommend you discuss
this with your veterinary surgeon.
If we take in a dog for rehoming that displays aggression whilst in our care, we will discuss the dog’s
future with our behaviourist and vet.
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Open Show: Limited Obedience
Sunday 25th March 2018
I would like to thank you all for inviting me to judge your obedience. I was very impressed with the
dogs – they have come on a long way since the last time I judged. The result are as follows:
Special pre beginners

1st Mrs H Case: Cameus Quick to Respond (bitch)
2nd Mrs L J Baker: Montelago Dakota Days of Nakota (bitch)
3rd Mrs V Jones: Westfalen Hot Fuzz (bitch)
4th M & N Longden: Thunderhead Angel Heart (bitch)
5th Mrs V Jones: Westfalen’s Grand Design ShCM (bitch)
Well done to all of you!
Special Beginners

1st Mrs H Case: Cameus Inna Strop (dog)
2nd Mrs L J Baker: Montelago Dakota Days of Nakota (bitch)
3rd Mrs H Case: Cameus Quick to Respond (bitch)
4th M & N Longden: Thunderhead Angel Heart (bitch)
You all did very well.
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Special Novice

1st Mrs J Tuttle: Falkors Wicked Secret (bitch)
2nd Mrs H Case: Cameus Inna Strop (dog)
3rd Mrs L J Baker: Montelago Dakota Days of Nakota (bitch)
4th S & M Willison: Wolfbass Ella at Shantasia (bitch)
Congratulations.
Just a quick mention: Mrs J Broadbanks: Bevanray Shirley (bitch). This lady was really nervous but did
really well and managed a good recall. Keep up your training!
JUDGE: Loraine O’Neill

Correction Through Punishment?
Since dog and horse ‘breaking’ went out of the window it has generally been accepted by those who
work with animals, especially those who live with them, that behavioural problems are more often
than not the result from a very early age of experiences over time, and are made rather than born.
This applies to most if not all mammals, as we as humans are, proving the importance of acquiring a
wide range of knowledge through environment and nurturing.
From species to species instincts vary. How could it be otherwise when some are prey and others
flight animals. Between breeds, individuals, the sexes and siblings differing behaviours to a greater
or lesser extent occur, some by selective breeding, and are fixed for life as early as at forty nine days
when it is known ‘wiring’, to use a layman’s term is complete enough to pronounce on good character
and aptitude for work (“work” being tasks to assist man). However, ‘fixed’ though they are, it is only
when puberty is nearing completion at about 14 months of age that reaction to stimuli in an
assessment can determine true dominance based on confidence, flight reaction when the critical
distance is breached through a threat, and ability to forget an unpleasant experience. Traits so vital
for the service dog which have been influenced greatly in the intervening period between 2 and 12
months and will continue to be so until the dog is adult.
In all mammals, environment enrichment, quality of life, mutual respect and success in training is
achieved by handling and cooperative teaching, providing it is enjoyable, and not by fear or violence.
Regular quality free time in simulated hunting sprees with their handler in woodland or open country
is all important for dogs doomed as they are in the majority to modern society in a concrete jungle.
On these walks, whilst as always one must never nag, but what an insult for a leader to be ignored by
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a second in command. Make sure the dog keeps up with you, calling him from time to time to walk
sometimes tight to your left hand side, at other times two paces behind. When ranging free cause
him now and again on command to stand still until you go to stand over him straddle wise, finally
squeezing him between your legs in playful release. Best of all as a special treat having dropped an
every-day article with the word “No” for him to ignore until after two or three minutes of walking to
make the retrieve with verve and pace delivering to hand as you continue on your way in the exercise
known as ‘Seek-back’. Interesting to note how an intelligent dog with spatial awareness will make his
way unerringly across country to the exact spot where the retrieve article was dropped, whereas a
dog with pronounced tracking instinct will work it out by retracing footsteps by scent.
Regrettably in some dog training circles it is still believed that using negative reinforcement or
punishment succeeds in teaching a dog to do something by a violent action in order to avoid pain or
fear. This type of training particularly if it is accompanied by rage and temper can only make a dog
believe that all humans per se cannot be trusted, thus preventing positive relationships or mutual
respect, with the result that in some class of dog, (e.g. those with aberrant possession and fighting
instinct) even if in the short term a desired result is achieved, sometime later (usually when the dog is
mature) the grudge he has borne will bring forth a full blown retaliatory ‘attack on handler’ as a
number of police and civilian ‘Sport’ handlers know to their cost. Such an attack is by no means the
result of the so called ‘dominance factor’. True dominance which I maintain can only be assessed
when puberty is complete is nerveless and based on confidence; steadfast and calm in every
eventuality with no ‘flight reaction’ even if ‘critical distance’ is breached prepared to answer that
threat. Pseudo dominance is based on fear, the dog having learnt that a threat goes away if faceddown by raised hackles, snarling with barred teeth etc. From this, one can see the latter, although
possible to be trained as a police dog is much more likely to be an unpredictable fear biter - apparently
bold in the association of a trained exercise. A coward in every sense of the word who when the true
test comes is found wanting ready to turn in a panic on his handler should he prevent flight.
Cooperative teaching is impossible when mutual respect is lost.
As in all cases where teaching has gone awry, in a different place at a different time, and when you
are calm and composed with a smile on your face and kind words go back to the first basic steps of
the exercise introducing play regularly, remembering shared enjoyment is more important than
success. Hasten slowly always ending with the dog showing desire to continue. ‘One day soon we will
play this marvellous game again” is in effect a promise to the future.
Wise trainers remember the mnemonic HIRE. H for happiness and habitual. (Little and often makes
for habit). I for incremental, (Increasing regularly in small steps.) R for ritualistically, (adhering to well
defined ritual). E for mutual enjoyment.
Daily utilising the top of a sturdy steady garden picnic table as a teaching/training aid, such a raised
viewing position becoming a haven of security as enjoyed by all prey animals and where mutual
respect between dog and handler will be restored.
If the dog does not jump readily, as the first step on a lead walk him forward and with the command
‘Up’ via one of the side seats teach him to gain the table top to stand relaxed whilst you with kind
words and a smile on your face talk to him/her as you would an intelligent (learns easily and
remembers) gifted child. Continue this routine daily until such time as you judge he/she looks forward
to what is ‘time out’ together. Incrementally moving on to gentle grooming with your fingers his/her
entire frame saying as appropriate, ‘Ears’, ‘Neck’ ‘Feet’ ‘Tail’, etc. and on to moulding into and naming
the three positions of stand, sit, and down. When these three positions on naming are achieved
smartly and gladly to remain there for several minutes, the time has come for the dog off lead to jump
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with alacrity at the command ‘Up’ to the table top to stay there enjoying learning to learn, no longer
confused.
Remedial training can now go on apace remembering to habit form little and often.
With the dog on the table at the ‘down’ and the audible command of “Stay” or “Wait”, and combining
the visual command of stepping off with your right foot (One steps off with the left foot when you
want the dog to go with you.) on leaving, to begin with taking three steps to the side, your complete
attention on the dog, returning to the dog after a pause. Until this habit of absolute immobility is
established the dog must never be recalled when left, his release only on your return and after a
pause. Should he move, swiftly return to him and in a stern but kind voice chide, at the same time
quietly moulding him firmly into one of the three positions in which he was left. Be firm! Do not raise
your voice, he taking on your calmness. In this way your dog will come to understand that even if the
heavens fall no movement is permitted until your return no matter the distraction when he is ordered
to ‘wait’ or ‘stay’, you to take up a position at any distance or out of sight.
The time is now reached when signs of unwillingness and lack of bid ability should have disappeared
and there is every chance that though the dog has possessiveness off the scale this can be remedied,
as follows: With the dog at the ‘Wait/Stay’ and sitting on the table, walk out some ten paces throwing a small dog
dummy to the ground in front of you. Return to the dog and with an excited, “Fetch” send the dog
forward who through his possessiveness and hunting drive will bound forward to pounce and seize it.
As he does so point to the table commanding “Up” which by habit he will obey. Relying on your
adroitness at the same time as he reaches the table-top sharply command “Out” grasping his leather
collar with your left hand securing the gun dog-dummy with your right to effect a release. The dog
with his attention half engaged in the jumping, the retrieve complete, the jump a reward in itself.
Never the less praise him roundly. Do not repeat! Refusing to play this marvellous game except at a
future date and when you choose is an incentive to retrieve.
Indoors, ideally when you are seated at a leisure break with a tit bit beside you, proffer the dog dummy
to the dog as he sits beside you. When his nose touches or he grabs the dummy sharply command,
“Out” at the same time rewarding the tit bit for compliance. (Remember the word ‘incrementally’.)
On the next day and succeeding days repeat the procedure until such time as the dog takes and holds
for upwards of a few minutes any type of retrieve article at the command “Hold” and to release it on
the cry of “Out”, such an exercise being a prime example of positive reinforcement for food.
Following on to this, provide the dog with a bin or box in which to keep a variety of retrieve articles
such as keys, a glasses case, a slipper, leather wallet, etc. which the dog likes to carry, sited beneath
e.g. a mantle shelf on which to place a tit bit. Sit the dog facing the toy – bin and taking an article from
the bin command ‘Wait’, an exercise by now he well knows. Name the article with some show, which
could be, ”Wallet” followed by walking into an adjoining room to place it first where he will
prominently see it, later on in a place where he will have to select or use his nose, to make a nominated
retrieve. Repeat the name, “Wallet” sending the dog to ‘Fetch’, on his return directing him with the
words, “In the bin” to stand poised above the bin and below the tit bit holding the article. Give his
collar a little shake quickly followed by the now understood cry of “Out’ to cause a release, and as he
becomes more proficient to place rather than drop the article in the bin. You will be surprised how
soon he recognises articles sufficiently by name to make a selection.
I now come to aberrant behaviour in a vehicle which can become so obsessive especially in police dogs
that travel regularly in vans in adjoining cages their rage almost a hunting frenzy. With one dog only
in the van, sit facing outward with the crate and rear door open the dog contained with his head on
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your shoulder. Choose a situation when there are a number of passing dogs and where passers-by
stop to speak. Should the dog bark, or worse growl and hackle up, chide him firmly with the word,
“No”, a word that should bring about instantly the correct response. Take every opportunity to do
this until the desired behaviour becomes a habit. As well as in a private hatch back saloon or estate
in the rear well not separated by a dog guard where the dog habitually travels, where even in motion
the negative reinforcement of “No” should I repeat bring about a quiet travelling companion.
Finally, and it may be as I am in my eighty seventh year, I give you ‘The German Shepherd Dog the
working dog without peer’. In doing so I remember all those who have graced my life, Mark, Declan,
Utzen, Titan, Drover, Demon, Schafer, Dietrech, Canto, Derby, Darcy and Dodi who lies at my feet as
I write.
For all those who own and value my book ‘A passion for all Dogs: A Journey of Discovery’ I would take
it as a compliment if this article were added to it as an addendum.
Graham Mabbutt

Championship Show Critiques 2018
Sunday 21st October 2018
DOGS
Thank you again to the SWRA Committee for the opportunity to judge males at your show. I think you
have found a real gem of a venue - lots of natural light with very large rings which have an ideal flooring
for moving dogs on. I also want to thank the exhibitors who entered the show.
I was very pleased to find from my entry three very good specimens in my DCC, RCC and BP They had
the size and substance, reach and drive I was looking for; something I feel that is missing from many
of our males at present.
Veteran Dog (5, 1a)
1st
Poole’s CH ROCKSTOCK CLASS - 7½
years old. Good size with good substance,
excellent colouring and markings, strong
masculine clean head with good width
between the ears, correct ear set, dark
almond eye, good length of muzzle, large
black nose, correct dentation, good length of
neck strong and muscled, straight front into
tight compact feet, well sprung ribs good
depth of brisket, strong in loin and croup
with good width, correct tail carriage,
movement covers the ground well although
in challenge didn’t have the pace of younger
dogs
2nd
Robinson’s DANJERRIE DROVER AT
TAZMANIC JW - 7 year old of good size but
not the substance of 1, strong clean head
good width between correctly placed ears, dark eyes, correct scissor bite with dark mouth pigment,
good colouring and markings, shoulders carrying slight roll, good spring of rib, held top line and moved
well , correct tail carriage.
3rd
Trueman & Brownridge’s CH JEZEVE SHERBERT JW ShCM
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Minor Puppy Dog (5, 1a)
1st
Baillie & Topping’s ROTTSWORTH ICE
MAN VON STAIRVALE - 7 months old of good
size with substance and bone to match,
excellent colouring of markings, strong clean
head broad skull with correctly placed
medium size ears, muzzle of medium length
and fairly deep, large black nose, dark eye,
correct scissor bite and black flews, straight
front slightly open feet, good chest and
brisket for age , good top and under lines,
correct tail carriage, movement is very good
nice reach and drive although body rolls on
the move and lengthens a little he needs time
to fill his jacket. BPD and BPIS
2nd
Barnes’ PANELMA THE NAVIGATOR AT
GYRIMA - 9 months old good size with
substance, pleasing clean head good width between correctly placed medium ears although slightly
rounded, dark eye good shape, correct scissor bite black flews a little loose in corner of mouth, straight
front well of for bone, good chest and brisket for age, level top and under line, tail set ok and was
carried correctly although the last quarter of tail length bends left to right didn’t touch back, moved
well but again body rolls and needs time
3rd Venneear’s CLOONMANNA MAC
Puppy Dog (0)

Junior Dog (7, 2a)
1st
James & Thompson’s BAMABEL EZEKIEL
- 13 month old good medium size with bone,
excellent colouring of markings, strong
masculine clean head with a good width
between correctly placed ears, dark eye,
correct scissor bite very good mouth colour.
Straight front into tight feet, neck of good
length slightly arched, good spring of rib , back
straight not too long, good under line, strong
deep flanks, well-muscled hind quarters, due
to the excellent size of the ring he was able to
move out and really cover the ground with his
reach and drive
2nd Lazic’s DEVIL HAUS OF LAZIC - 17 month
a good size with bone to match and good
colouring, strong head well placed ears, dark
eye, correct bite very good mouth colour dark flews and tight lip line, straight front with weak pasterns
and open feet, well-muscled throughout body, very good angles front and rear which give him
excellent reach and drive, body tended to get slightly longer as he powered around the ring, carried a
correct tail long in length
3rd Watkins and Taylor’s MINEALEA’S BUSY BEE
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Yearling Dog (3, 1a)
1st
Clark’s DORTMUND TOPNOTCH - Very
nice looking 21 month old with plenty of
bone and substance good rich colouring to
markings, strong head with dark eyes, good
mouth pigment and scissor bite, well
balanced angles front and rear, strong
muscled neck, straight front into tight feet,
good top and underlines, broad upper thigh
with good second thigh, correct tail, moved
well when settled
2nd
Case’s AUBERON TOM FAGGUS Nearly two years old, again well off for bone
and substance colouring not as dark as 1,
lovely attractive clean head, good ear set,
dark almond eye, strong neck, good spring of
rib deep chest and short back, well-muscled
hind-quarters. Movement coming and going
was good but in the gait was not giving his all.

Post Graduate Dog (8, 1a)
1st
READ’S HENDRIX VAN BRIXENBURG
(IMP NED) - This was my take-home dog of
the day; everything about him just shouts
male Rott his profile shape and size just
stood out in the class and challenge and he
has the movement to go with it.
Excellent size with plenty of bone and
substance good rich clear tan markings,
strong masculine clean head of good
proportions medium eye with a lovely calm
expression, has med/large ear which are
held slightly off cheek, correct bite with very
dark mouth and flew colour with tight lip
line, good lay of shoulder straight front legs
pasterns a little weak and feet turn out
slightly, well developed chest deep brisket
with well sprung ribs, good top and under
line broad croup, good angulation to front & rear with excellent muscled hind quarters and strong
hocks moves effortlessly around the ring DCC and RBIS
2nd
Franklin’s NAGEEM HARIBO AT HACCASBROOK ShCM - Three year old, well off for bone and
substance good colouring, strong broad head but had grooves from top of skull to eye, dark round
eye, would prefer more fill under eye, correct bite and good mouth colour. Strong neck, with a good
spring of rib, deep brisket, with a short back, well-muscled rear quarters. Moves well but couldn’t
match the reach and drive of 1
3rd
Courtney-Baughan’s WHISPERDOWN’S TANGO JW
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Limit Dog (8, 0a)
1st
Davies Carsal Quest - 3½ half year old
of good upper size with substance and bone,
good colouring of markings, nice clean head
with good proportions, good ear set, strong
neck clean shoulders into straight front legs
good feet, well-muscled rear quarters broad
upper thigh, would benefit from better angles
to front to give more reach but moved well
and holds top line, correct tail carriage

3rd

2nd
Clapp’s ROCKSTAROTTS MINI
CLUBMAN ShCM - 3½ old medium in size
good substance and bone, lovely colouring to
markings, good proportions to head with a
dark eye, has a lovely balanced outline,
strong neck but carries rolls over shoulder,
strong rear quarters, moves really well. Tail
carriage is high and has a tendency only on
the move to touch his back
Docherty & Dunhill-Hall’s FANTASA JUST FOR THE RECORD

Open Dog (5, 1a)
1st
Bateson’s DARKAMAR EMINEM - 5½ year
old, upper medium in size with good bone, colouring
of markings a very rich tan, clean head broad skull
correct ear and carriage with a dark eye, lacking a
little in cheek bone, correct bite and a very dark
mouth pigment, strong neck into clean shoulders
and a straight front, feet are open, good angulation
to front and rear, moves with good reach and drive
and carries a correct tail
2nd
Bornes’s DORTMUND DODGING BULLETS AT
TREVEARL - Very similar to 1st in type but with the
better head and it’s stronger with good expression,
good width on skull with correct ear carriage, nice
dark eye, well boned cheeks, correct bite and good
dark mouth pigment, tight feet, very dark colouring
to markings but smudgy on feet and chest bow, good
angulation to front and rear, moves with good reach
and drive and carries a correct tail, lost 1st place on
loss of top line at one point
3rd
Window & Clitheroe’s HANBAR TORRES
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Champion Dog (4, 0a)
1st
Tousent & Crawley’s CH MINAELEA
TAYLORED BY CHOICE JW ShCM - 4½ year old
good size with substance and good bone,
strong masculine head with good width
between correctly carried small ears, dark
eye, lovely expression, correct bite pink
mottled mouth, good colour to markings but
chest bow could be more defined, strong
neck, straight front strong pasterns and feet,
good angulation to front and rear very good
top and underline, strong rear quarters,
moves a little close going away but in gait
such good reach and drive certainly goes up
a gear on move with change of handler,
correct tail. RDCC
2nd
James and Thompson’s CH BAMABEL
ABRAHAM JW- Four and half year old lovely strong head with expression, broad skull, small ear good
set, dark eye, correct bite, nice sprung ribs good depth to brisket, strong rear quarters good width to
upper thigh strong muscled lower thigh, moves with excellent reach and drive, correct tail and carriage
3rd
McMaster’s CH DORTMUND DOUBLE O’SEVEN AT BEIDERBECKS
JUDGE: Jenny Banham
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BITCHES
Thank you to everyone who entered. Also, the Committee and my two lovely stewards. I enjoyed my
day starting with Veteran: a lovely class to judge with super females. This was my favourite class of
the day – these bitches were so fit and well-presented, you should be very proud. I worry about the
quality in our breed: where is the type and substance gone? We have allowed too much wrinkle on
the head with flat skulls which lack stop. I found overall the tails were good.
Veteran Bitch (4, 1a)
1st
James & Thompson’s HANBAR
MAGGIE AT BAMABEL - One of my favourite
bitches. Shown in excellent condition for 8½
years old. Very alert, medium size, excellent
bone and substance, good head proportions
with correctly placed medium ears which sit
well.
Correct bite, dark eye, lovely
expression. Excellent front, feet a little open,
strong top and underline, well-muscled. Her
gait won her this lovely class. Excellent tail.
Loved her character. BVIS
2nd
Adams’s CH JHAVA MAI TAI - 8½
years young.
Another super bitch in
excellent condition, excellent type. Medium
size with attractive head with dark eye and
excellent placed ears. A little upright, strong
top and underline, excellent rear angle. Very
well-muscled, excellent tail. Moves out well
– just preferred 1 in the move.
3rd
Marker’s SUNDRIFTERS TIFFANY
ACHING

Minor Puppy Bitch (5, 1a)
1st
Cockerill & Forster’s MEGLAMAR
GIRL ON FIRE - 6 months old. Good width of
skull but needs more under-fill, correct bite,
medium eye, well placed medium ears that sit
nicely. Straight front, feet could be tighter,
medium bone. A little loose in front which
will tighten as she matures, held her shape on
the move with well-muscled rear. Excellent
tail. Moved well for a baby – nice little
character. BPB
2nd
Willis-Impey & Anthony’s ABACAB’S
KUMA - Small/medium bitch. Broad skull
with good under-fill, larger ears, dark eyes,
correct bite, strong neck. Feet at 10 to 2 at
present, excellent bone, a little long in loin,
good rear, loose in elbow, moves OK
3rd

Verran’s MEGLAMAR CECELIA
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Puppy Bitch (3, 1a)
1st Brooks’ TIESTO PALOMA FAITH Medium size, lacking stock and would have
liked more under-fill.
Medium eye,
medium ears held away from cheek. Good
pigment, straight front, feet splayed. Good
bone and substance, good tail. Moves a
little wide in front, need more drive from
rear
2nd Crane’s STARROSA MOCKING BIRD 10 months old. Good head proportions
with mottled mouth, correct bite. Large
ears, straight front, feet could be tighter.
Moves a little wide in front, high tail set.
Lacks drive from behind

Junior Bitch (7, 3a)
1st Window’s STAIRVALE FAITH - One I
could have taken home. Excellent type,
small/medium size. Beautiful correct head
with super expression, correct bite. Large
ears which sit beautifully, excellent skull
with good under-fill, excellent mouth
pigment, excellent bond and substance.
Strong neck, a little loose in front on the
move, feet OK, short strong back which
she held on the move. Very well balanced,
well-muscled, excellent colour. Moved
with drive with excellent side gait. Was
pleased to award her BCC, and in
agreement with my Co Judge, BIS
2nd Austin’s AUSRIE’S PURE AND SIMPLE
JW - Another lovely girl again with a lot to
like. Attractive head, correct proportion,
excellent bond, size and substance. Solid
front with excellent feet, strong top and
under-line, well-muscled rear. Good tail,
losing her coat, a little loose in front and
would like more drive from the rear
3rd Vick’s AVA VON DER ALTEN FESTUNG
AT VICKANGELS
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Yearling Bitch (2, 1a)
1st
Broadbank’s BEVANRAY SHIRLEY Medium/large substantial girl, well off for
bone size and substance, strong head with
deep stop with good width of skull. Medium
eye, excellent pigment, straight front
carrying a little too much weight, strong
rear, good tail, just loses her top-line on the
move

Post Graduate Bitch (6, 3a)
1st
Baillie’s
STAIRVALE
PERFECT
ALLUSION - Attractive head and expression.
Lovely type, medium bone, excellent width
of skull. Being critical, I would like a little
more fill under the eye. Blackest of mouths,
correct bite, medium ears sitting slightly
away from cheek. Strong neck leading to
straight top-line which she held on the move.
A little loose in her pasterns, well-muscled
and in excellent hard condition. Good tail.
Moved out freely – a happy girl RBCC
2nd
Powell’s ROTTWUD’S FIRECRACKER Feminine head with moderate stop. Large
ears sitting well on cheek, medium eye,
correct bite, medium bone, strong neck
leading in to good front with excellent feet.
Strong top and under-line, well developed
rear, medium tan, very short coat. Moves
well but elbows out slightly
3rd
Baker’s MONTELAGO DAKOTA DAYS
OF NAKOTA
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Limit Bitch (7, 2a)
1st
Window’s HANBAR WHITNEY WITH AMATOL
- Lovely type, good size and substance. A little plain
in head, broad skull but needs more under-fill. Dark
eye, correct bite, mottled pigment, medium ear
sitting slightly away from cheek. Excellent front, feet
a little splayed, excellent top and under-line. Strong,
well-muscled rear, correct tail. Moved with drive and
power
2nd
Pinky’s JUST ASK GRACE O’SHEA (imp Swe) Feminine head, dark round eye, broad skull but need
more fill under the eye. Correct bite, mottled
pigment, straight front, feet OK, long in loin, correct
tail. Well-muscled rear, excellent colour, moved well
– just loses her top-line
3rd
Gibbard & Watts’s JEZEVE BACK TO BLACK
JW

Open Bitch (5, 0a)
1st
Topping’s ROTTSWORTH HONEY Ir
Jun CH - Attractive head with correct
proportions, dark eye, correct bite, excellent
pigment, correct well-placed ears with
lovely expression. Straight front, strong topline with a little roll over the shoulder. Good
feet. In excellent condition after a litter,
well-muscled, loose in elbow but moves out
with power and ease
2nd
Pinky’s JUST ASK GALA O’SHEA (imp
Swe) – Medium size feminine attractive
head with correct proportions, medium
well-placed ears, straight front, wellmuscled rear with good angles. Long back
with excellent tail, loose in front. Moves
with drive and attitude
3rd
Tuttle’s FALKORS WICKED SECRET
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Champion Bitch (3, 0a)
1st
Roweth’s DARKARMAR SHIKIRA JW –
Medium size of excellent type. Beautiful
head, broad skull with correct stop and
excellent underfill, dark eye, medium wellplaced ears, strong body throughout.
Excellent front, feet could be tighter,
excellent bone and substance, well angulated
strong rear, excellent tail, just lost her shape
in the challenge
2nd
Gibbard & Watt’s JEZEVE HOT STUFF
– Medium bitch. Lighter in bone than 1 but
has a lot of excellent qualities. Moderate
stop, dark eye, blackest of mouths, correct
bite, medium ears held away from cheek.
Straight front, strong topline, excellent tail,
well angulated strong rear, excellent feet.
Love her attitude, moves effortlessly
3rd

Horton’s JUFFTHER HAPPY BUNNY JW

JUDGE: Marie Ward

Bitch CC and Best in Show
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DCC, BOS and RBIS

BVB and Best Veteran in Show

BPD and Best Puppy in Show
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A Look at Leptospirosis Infections
It is raining across much of the UK as I write this and, as this is the first significant precipitation we
have had for many weeks in some parts of the country, Health Matters will take a break from the
parasite series to offer some timely information about leptospirosis infections.
Leptospirosis is often overlooked as a cause of illness in dogs. This is despite Leptospirosis being
included in the standard range of vaccines for dogs in the UK. There are those who speak against
vaccination generally; who promote a concept that leptospirosis immunisation is unnecessary and
should not be apart of the core vaccines used in the UK. Published evidence, however, would
suggest it is correct to include this illness in a core vaccine programme.
There is also some controversy about the recent change to a quadrivalent leptospiral vaccine. Some
suggest this is producing more adverse reactions than the much older bivalent vaccine. However,
clinical evidence reveals an increase in the number of cases of leptospirosis and that increase
includes different serotypes of the bacteria to those traditionally found as a cause of illness in dogs.
If vaccines are to protect against infection they will need to adapt to this trend.
Symptoms
In Practice, a British Veterinary Association (BVA) publication, produced an article on Leptospirosis
(Vol 40 p218-229) entitled ‘New challenges from an old bacteria’. The challenges may be perceived
as new but this novelty is likely to arise from the improved methods of detection and diagnosis
rather than any fundamental change in the pathology caused by the bacteria.
The publication highlights the signs and symptoms of leptospirosis and adds to the classical list,
which focuses on acute kidney or liver failure, to include a wider range of symptoms arising from the
effects of infection on other organs.
The additional symptoms listed include vomiting and diarrhoea, anaemia, respiratory problems
(including sneezing, coughing and difficulty breathing), bleeding disorders, conjunctivitis, cardiac
effects (including a racing pulse and arrythmia) and general malaise (i.e. high temperature, lethargy,
inappetence, muscle pain or weakness). This reflects the potential for a wider range of pathological
effects on organs such as the lungs, spleen, muscle (including heart muscle), meninges of the brain
and spinal cord, pancreas, genital tract and eyes and this may well not be a complete list.
The kidneys have been a focus of attention because leptospiral organisms are often found colonising
kidney tubules for long periods of time which leads to excretion of the bacteria in urine, thus
spreading infection in the environment.
Why worry about Leptospirosis?
The wide range of symptoms is not typical of a diagnosis of leptospirosis. When reaching a diagnosis
a veterinary surgeon would not generally include leptospirosis in the list of possible illnesses. Many
infections may be treated empirically and respond to treatment but never be fully identified.
Leptospirosis, in its various forms, is carried by a wide range of rodents, farm animals, hedgehogs
and of course foxes. It may also be carried by cats although they do not appear to be affected by
clinical illness.
Leptospires are likely to be found in lakes, ponds and rivers as well as moist wetlands. These are all
popular habitats with those who like to walk, work and play with their dogs. The bacteria survive
well in damp soil and static water sources and a flurry of regional cases might arise where flooding
occurs or there is copious rain after a long dry spell.
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Yet, the average veterinary practice might diagnose perhaps only a single case of leptospirosis in a
year. The published article conjectures that it is possible a number of cases are not diagnosed as the
more generalised symptoms are mild and may be assumed to be another short-lived infection.
Leptospiral bacteria are also capable of infecting humans, it is therefore a zoonosis. In humans the
signs are often similar to those of a mild flu although more acute presentations are recorded (liver
and kidney failure and various haemorrhagic illnesses). It now looks as though the more generalised
symptoms may be just as prevalent in dogs.
An undiagnosed case may harbour the infection and spread it in urine. In addition, a sub-clinical
infection may damage organs over time and cause various symptoms of chronic illness at a later
stage. This may not be immediately recognised as a consequence of a leptospirosis infection. Thus
we might be failing to recognise the overall impact of leptospirosis on the general health of the dog
population.
Accurate diagnosis
The inclusion of leptospirosis on the list of possible infections for any dog presenting with some of
the clinical signs mentioned above would be helpful. More frequent use of blood testing to aid an
accurate diagnosis would reveal the extent of proven cases.
Diagnosis comes at a cost, but the greater accuracy provides for better advice to the owner and
improved treatment regimes for the patient. For example, although standard antibiotic therapy
might well limit the progress of the immediate infection it may fail to prevent colonisation of the
kidney tubules.
The use of a recommended antibiotic (e.g. doxycycline) is therefore important and it should be used
for a lengthy period (e.g. 2 weeks) to eliminate the sub-clinical infection in the kidneys and prevent
further environmental spread.
Preventing infection
Vaccination is arguably the best preventative, but this will require annual booster vaccines to
maintain immunity. Furthermore, if the evidence of new serovars of leptospirosis in dogs is
accepted, the case for vaccines to include more serovars, will need to be taken seriously.
Preventing dogs from infecting each other in social groups requires consideration of how we should
manage and nurse a patient proven to be infected and raises consideration of strategies that include
isolation of infected dogs; antibiotic therapy of ‘in contact’ dogs to prevent chronic infection of the
kidneys; and good hygiene.
Also remember this is a zoonosis and thus those handling infected dogs need to take hygiene
precautions to not only resist the spread of infection between dogs in a household but also to
prevent human infection.
As our ability to understand the leptospiral bacteria improves we may well find that many of the
common illnesses of dogs have their roots in what was a primary but mild leptospiral infection at
some point in the dog’s life. We may also find a similar pattern of primary infection involved in the
demise of many old or middle aged dogs that die from chronic liver or kidney failure, respiratory
conditions or heart failure. This is speculation on my part but it nevertheless highlights the potential
dangers of ignoring old diseases which deserve our consideration when seeking improvements in
dog health.
Steve Dean stevedean@tyrianborder.com
(Originally published in “Our Dogs”)
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DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
SWRA CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
Saturday November 23rd 2019
Venue: Glenda Spooner Farm, Brincil Hill, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7LA

Our love for the Rottweiler was originally ignited in the 1980s after
coming into contact with the breed at a local livery yard where
Mandy kept her horse at the time. We would often "borrow" this
dog and take him for walks whenever possible which served to
further the desire to learn more about and hopefully own this breed.
This was perhaps easier said than done as we were both still young
and living at home with our respective parents. Somehow, Andy
managed to persuade his mother that it would be a good idea to own
one and this is what lead us to our first Rottweiler in early 1987, bred
by Roni & Dave Parish. We will be forever grateful to Roni & Dave
for letting us have Chloe - a bitch with a strong character. She taught
us so much!
Despite having no intentions of showing her, summer 1987 saw us
in the ring for the first time. We won a prize card and that was that.
We were hooked!
Dog Judge: Mandy McMaster
In 1991 we then decided that as we were living together, the
time was right and along came a bitch from Joan Blackmore. In
1994 after extensive research, we mated Cassie to CH Aucenta
Midnite Fireaway and this produced our "first" litter. We have
been lucky enough over the years to have bred several dogs
who have won CCs and RCCs for us and their owners, including
our CH Beiderbecks Reason to Dream who despite only being
lightly shown, won 8 CCs 3 RCCs and had several Championship
group placing to his name.
We have both served on Breed Club Committees and held
positions at local canine societies as well as running ring
training classes.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Committee
of the SWRA for giving us the opportunity to judge at your 2019
Championship Show and are looking forward greatly to the
appointment.
Andy & Mandy McMaster

Bitch Judge: Andy McMaster
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This little lady has done me proud with her showing to date. Following the sudden and unexpected
loss of my dear Roxy – Dromnagus All Eyes On Me ShCM who did extremely well in the show ring, Indy
had big boots to fill and is doing a very good job so far. Her show career started off well with her
winning 5 Best in Shows, 3 Reserve Best in Shows and 4 Best Puppy in Shows at Fun shows throughout
the summer from the age of 14 weeks to 6 months. Once she reached 6 months of age she continued
her success:
• Crufts qualified at every Champ Show attended
• Qualified for Top Dog of Cornwall 2018
• Multiple Best Puppy in Breed and group placings at Open shows attended
With grateful thanks to Kirstie Forster – Megalmar for entrusting me with this special girl and thank
you to Gary Quest for the photo.
Rebecca Verran RIN
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Heat Stroke – is it really possible in this weather?!
In mid-August 2016 and yet the dismal weather this year has once again meant that days where the
outside temperature has got towards even the mid-20°Cs have been all too rare. Consequently, the
usual influx of dogs suffering from respiratory and cardiovascular problems that we normally see in
our clinic at this time of year as a result of the warmer conditions has been quite modest.
We were quite surprised therefore when a collapsed Labrador was brought into the clinic last week
on what seemed to be a relatively cool, albeit bright and sunny day, as an emergency with what proved
to be heat stroke (extreme hyperthermia). Of course, most patients that we see with this problem
have either been travelled, or worse still, left in cars in direct sunlight on very hot days. This dog
however, had been left at home confined to the conservatory whilst the owners were at work; the
bright sunshine on the enclosed glass space had acted like a cooker. The absence of any open
windows, a background low-level heater and limited provision for water had all helped to make the
problem considerably worse.
In simple terms, ‘heat stroke’ means that the body’s thermoregulatory mechanisms can no longer
keep the animal’s temperature below the normal range of 101 – 102.5°F / 38.3 – 39.2°C. In dogs, this
can happen quickly due to environmental factors because unlike humans who can lose heat by
sweating over a large surface area, the dog’s ability to lose heat is limited primarily to that which is
lost through panting. This evaporative process is confined to the mouth where the cooling is
transferred via the blood flow in the tongue to the rest of the body; in some circumstances this process
can quickly become overwhelmed leading to hyperthermia.
Severe or prolonged heat stroke can lead to a series of abnormalities in the blood, heart, brain,
kidneys, liver and gastrointestinal system; this is often termed ‘multi-organ failure’ and untreated can
be rapidly fatal. Depending on just how advanced the heat stroke is, your dog may show many other
signs of the condition, other than just panting and wanting to drink; these include:
 Collapse
 Lethargy and possibly, coma
 Vomiting and diarrhoea
 Pale, sticky gums
 Areas of bleeding under the skin
If you suspect that your dog has heat stroke it’s really important that you start cooling your dog as
soon as possible and before you get them to your vet; one study showed that almost two-thirds of
those dogs with heat stroke which were not cooled before transport died compared with only onethird of those dogs that were cooled before being transferred to the vet. Things to do include:
 DO move the dog to a cool, shaded and ventilated environment
 DO cover the dog with a wet towel and use a fan to increase airflow
 DO NOT use ice or very cold water to cool the dog - this can shrink the blood vessels in the
skin which actually limits the rate of heat loss
 DO allow access to small amounts of water or rehydrating solution
 DO NOT allow your dog to drink large amounts of very cold water
 DO transfer your dog to a vet as soon as possible
Your vet will begin a number of treatments that are designed to cool the dog further and provide
support, such as intravenous fluids and oxygen, for the organs likely to be damaged. The chances of
your dog being treated successfully and surviving heat stroke depends a lot on how long they have
been hyperthermic and how hot they have become before being treated. Patients with moderate
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hyperthermia (104 – 106°F / 40 - 42°C) are usually expected to recover providing that cooling is begun
promptly whereas those with temperatures in excess of 106°F are less likely to survive.
Prevention is of course far better than any cure and even if it doesn’t seem particularly hot, we should
continue to be vigilant for any risk of heat stroke on bright and sunny days – this is especially important
for active dogs that participate in vigorous exercise such as hunting, field trials or endurance events.
Some simple steps include:
 Be sensible - if your dog is old or has a condition that already compromises its breathing
function, it will be at greater risk of developing hyperthermia
 If you are leaving your dog in the house make sure that they always have access to a cool area
and adequate water
 Avoid leaving your dog in the car - even if it’s in the shade or even for a few minutes; it’s
amazing how quickly a car interior can heat up
 If your dog is undertaking strenuous or prolonged exercise in warm conditions (e.g. hunting,
endurance competitions), make sure that you always have facilities to cool them down if
necessary
Professor Dick WHITE
BVetMed PhD DSAS DVR FRCVS
DOG WORLD 26.08.2016

Graham – a “Pets As Therapy” (PAT) Dog
Way back in 1983 at the tender age of 18, I
was staying with my cousin when we went to
visit her Grandma in a local Residential Home.
The owner of the Home owned a huge, male
Rottweiler, Romulus, and he was adored by all
the residents and staff alike. At that very
moment I knew the Rottweiler was the dog
for me so I jumped at the chance to buy my
own a year later, when a bitch belonging to a
friend of mine had 14 puppies, including a
very small runt. It was 50/50 if Ria would
survive, but luckily she did and I have owned
at least one Rottweiler ever since.
4 years ago, my favourite boy Bertie died of
cancer at just 6 years of age. I was of course
heart-broken so his breeders agreed to have a
litter with Bertie’s niece (Sundrifters Saucery)
and a stud dog of my choosing. I had been
bitten by the “Show” bug by then and knew of
a gorgeous boy with a brilliant temperament
(Jezeve Gob Stopper). As the breeders had got
me in to Showing, they were delighted to use him and later that year, Graham was born, together with
his 5 brothers and 6 sisters.
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Although I knew the temperament would be lovely – knowing generations of both families - it is the
character traits that make or break a dog you want to work with. Dogs usually only bite people if they
are trained to or out of fear, very rarely from simple, unprovoked aggression. Therefore, if you get a
puppy showing no signs of genetic fear, you are much more likely to have a companion you can trust.
A very dear friend of mine, Graham Mabbutt (my Graham’s name-sake), is a retired policemen who
used to work in the dog training section. I took my very first Rottie, Ria, to him to start me off with
good habits back in the 80s. At 49 days old (7 weeks) Graham can very accurately assess the inherited
character of a puppy, including its intelligence, malleability and its reaction to fear. The breeder and I
decided that his input to this litter would be invaluable to help them decide which puppies should go
to which homes. We already had our eye on little “black-collar boy” as a potential Show-quality puppy
but it would be Graham’s say that finally made the choice.
Having passed his 49-days assessment with flying colours, my Baby Graham come home with me at 8
weeks and was completely house-trained in 2 days (including nights). Within a month, I knew he was
of exceptional character. He was gregarious, but never wagged his tail harder than a gentle wig-wag,
never jumped up and never demanded attention. I took Baby Graham to a local dog training class for
puppies and although he was very quickly the biggest puppy there, he was also the gentlest and the
calmest. At last, I knew I had a Rottie like Romulus and I knew I had to share him with people not as
fortunate as me: perhaps stuck in hospital or with disabilities.
My full-time “day job” is a Financial Planner. We talk with our clients to establish their dreams and
plan financially for them. We are used to helping people change their lives for the better and I

felt it was about time I looked to improve things in my own life. Whilst we are incredibly busy,
I decided to put some time aside each week and as soon as Graham was 12 months old, I applied
for him to become a Pets As Therapy visiting dog – a PAT dog.
A lot of us have had dogs with lovely temperaments – including me – but it is the character of the dog
that determines whether or not they are suitable as a PAT dog. Some of his “adoring public” may not
be experienced with dogs or know the correct way to behave around a strange dog. It was therefore
imperative for me and the PAT Charity to know that he wouldn’t react if someone did something
unexpected or sudden. After various assessments in an unknown park, Graham passed and was
awarding his PAT colours – bright yellow and light blue – and it was then up to me to pass the CRB
tests. I too passed (of course!) and so we applied to a local hospital to become their visiting dog.
Graham and I visit every Wednesday morning for about an hour: much more than that and I think he
would start to get bored. Additionally, hospitals are very hot and with his PAT jacket on, he needs to
get out to cool down. I must admit, it sometimes takes 10 minutes to get through all the staff that
want a cuddle but eventually, he gets to visit the patients. Some people just don’t like dogs so we
keep our distance. Others are indifferent and may or may not want to stroke him. But the significant
majority adore him. He calmly waits for me to move the bedside sliding table out of the way so he can
sit right beside the patient – ears within stroking distance, very often intentionally sitting on their feet.
For those who are too weak to be sitting up, I will gently tap the side of the bed and he will put his
paws up and stretch his neck over so they can enjoy physical contact. He doesn’t lick unless invited to
and seems to know when someone’s leg is covered in soars or their arm is hurting. I haven’t trained
him to do this, he just knows.
Each week when we visit, everyone knows Graham’s name. I’m not sure many know my name, but
they all know Graham’s! The nurses will often know in advance of our visit if a patient likes dogs and
make sure we visit their bed specifically. One patient who was blind and to date had had very little
interaction with the nurses, lit up when the nurse whispered a dog had come to see her. Although she
barely had the strength to move, Graham put his nose on the bed and she was able to caress it. The
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nurse commented that was the first time she had smiled during her 3 week stay. Eventually, she
drifted back to sleep and Graham just moved away. Another lady, with eyes full of tears, threw her
arms around his neck and squeezed him, eventually letting go to give him a big kiss on the end of his
nose. Dogs, in fact any animal – including humans – don’t like other things in their face. It is an invasion
of their space and will normally pull away. However, Graham just takes it in his stride.
One lady we met for a couple of weeks was suffering from mental health problems and struggled to
talk to people. However, she and I had a normal, full discussion as she used Graham as her medium.
Talking to him was much easier for her than talking to me.
A few months ago, a nurse asked me to visit a gentleman who was very frail but loved dogs. He was
too weak to sit up on his own so two nurses sat either side to hold him. Graham sat beside the bed
and the gentleman was soon stroking him with his own strength, obviously delighted with the
experience. I was sad to learn the following week he had passed away that afternoon.
We also visit a centre that offers respite for children with disabilities. One child is completely blind and
sees the world through touch. Graham just sits on the floor, often with closed eyes, until the girl has
finished exploring his entire head and shoulders. Another boy who is severely mentally and physically
disabled, cannot communicate verbally. However, I taped the seat next to his wheel-chair for
Graham’s front paws so the boy could see him and he was over-joyed. At our last visit, a young child
who was deaf and blind as well as severely handicapped was staying. The manager asked if Graham
could kiss her feet but he doesn’t lick at all. However, after removing her socks and placing a biscuit
between her feet, his wet nose on her toes made her squeal with delight. I must admit, it brought a
tear to me eye.
Recently, we have started visiting a Psychiatric Ward for very disturbed adults. We have only been
going for a few months but already
the staff are noticing changes in the
behaviour of the long-term patients
on our visit days.
Pets As Therapy is a registered
Charity. Any funds they raise are
used to train their assessors and
provide help and support for their
volunteers. If you are interested in
any way, please contact them or
get in touch with me.
Nikki Marker
nikki@hansfordbell.co.uk
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Effective Ways to Cool Down Hot Dogs
Health matters is taking a break from parasites this week to make a few comments about the very
warm temperature we are experiencing at the moment and a few pointers on how to deal with it. This
is prompted by the burgeoning comments about dogs in cars and watching various folk walking their
dogs around shows with smart, well soaked, fitted jackets.
Wet towels and soaked jackets
Taking the wet jackets issue first. The good news is they probably do no harm when used in the open
air but they are equally unlikely to aid a dog very much in controlling body temperature during hot
weather. This might astonish dog owners but the science is fairly convincing.
Draping a soaked cloth over a dog to aid cooling relies on the well-established physics of latent heat
and its association with water evaporation. The energy needed to cause water to evaporate draws
heat from the local area and in theory cools the surface beneath the wet garment or towel.
Nothing wrong with that, but under the jacket there is a dog’s coat, a very good thermal insulator.
Most dogs have good coats to such an extent that the cooling effect of evaporation is unlikely to have
a significant effect in cooling the skin. In short water evaporation from the jacket is cooling the surface
of the dog’s natural coat.
Add to this the fact that the biology of dog skin is very different to human skin. There are very few
sweat glands in canine skin and the blood vessels within the dermis of skin are not designed to be a
major factor in body temperature control. Said concisely, dogs do not lose much heat through their
skin and coat.
Different physiology
The situation is quite different for man. Human skin has little surface hair and wet clothing will chill
the skin and tends to reduce body core temperature as water evaporates. Even the drying of a dog’s
natural coat after a swim will have a much lessened cooling effect compared to human skin, thanks to
the thermal insulation provided by the canine coat.
Dogs control their body temperature in hot weather through panting and thus a dog with access to
drinking water, a cool breeze and shade will be able to control its body temperature very effectively
by simply panting. The panting mechanism utilises the cooling effect of water evaporation from the
tongue, which in turn cools the underlying plentiful blood supply in the mucous membranes in the
oral region.
Muscle activity will raise body temperature quite rapidly and thus panting will increase when the dog
is moving. Excess activity may overwhelm the heat loss mechanism and create problems with heat
stress. All of this can happen even when wearing a wet towel or soaked garment.
High levels of humidity will also interfere with the panting mechanism, just as it does with our own
heat loss system based upon sweating. So humid weather reduces the efficiency of panting or
sweating making it harder to keep cool. Being dressed in a wet towel or garment in an enclosed space
is likely to raise humidity.
How to keep dogs cool
The solution to keeping a dog cool is simple - use shade, encourage the dog to relax and lie still and
find a breeze if you can (a fan will do just as well). Do not allow humidity to rise artificially through
restricted ventilation (by enclosing the dog in a box or solid walled crate for example). Avoid leaving
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your dog in direct sunlight, simply because this increases the temperature of the air the dog is
breathing.
Dogs in cars
So this takes us to the issue of dogs in cars. The traditional warning to dog owners has been simple ‘Do not leave dogs in hot cars’ This simple message has been altered to be more shocking - for example
‘Dogs die in hot cars’ but now it would appear the message has been hijacked and so now the message
seems to have become - ‘do not leave dogs in cars’.
This is an escalation of a simple message beyond its useful meaning. It is also often impractical and a
deviation from the science behind the original warning. Leaving a dog unattended in a car is always a
risk but this does not mean the end result of keeping your dog in a car has to be poor welfare.
Dogs can be kept in a car in hot weather if some basic rules are obeyed, park in the shade, establish
good ventilation and avoid creating an environment where humidity is artificially raised (i.e. leave
doors and windows open).
For example dogs kept in an open-sided crate, in a car with the tailgate open and, if available, the
sunroof open are likely to be in a good environment assuming the car is parked in shade and there is
a breeze. Variations of this situation are also very likely to be effective but the dog owner needs to
take responsibility for monitoring the situation and ensuring a dog’s welfare needs are met. This would
include regular access to water as dogs need water to pant efficiently.
Common sense
Leaving a dog in a hot car is not acceptable but monitoring a dog left in a car on a hot day alongside
adequate provisions to make sure the environment is suitable should not be considered unacceptable
just because it is a dog in a car. Indeed to prove the point, the same comments apply to being left at
home, in a tent or in a crate or box by the ringside.
Treating hyperthermia
A final word or two about the treatment for correcting hyperthermia in dogs. Frankly it is not rocket
science and the message is simple - Get the dog cooled down as quickly as you can.
Rapid cooling has risks but so does a high body temperature. Do not make matters worse by messing
about with wet towels and spraying water in the mouth this only delays the much needed action.
If you have a dog suffering hyperthermia do one of two things, provide it with cool water to stand in
or lie down in or, run water from a hose pipe over part of the dog’s body until it is breathing normally.
A personal choice is running water over a dogs hind quarters but total body immersion in water is fine
too. Once the coat is soaked the water will cool the skin and therefore the dog but it will take a little
time.
With dogs that are only just beginning to suffer the effects of hyperthermia, resting in a chilled
environment such as an air conditioned car or room with plenty of drinking water works fine.
So the plea is please let’s stop complicating the risk of hypothermia it does not need an essay to explain
it nor a long list of ‘do this’ and ‘don't do that’. The objective is simple, so its keep the actions simple
too. Cool the dog down, do it efficiently and seek expert advice and do it in that order.
Steve Dean (with permission from an Our Dogs article)
Stevedean@trianborder.com
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DOG OF THE YEAR (DOTY) REPRESENTATIVE COMPETITION
Every year, the SWRA loves to ask a dog and a bitch to represent us at the Eastern Counties Rottweiler
Club’s Dog of the Year Competition. For those of you that have never been, it is a Black Tie event like
no other!
To become our representative, you need to satisfy the following conditions:
 You must be a paid up member of the SWRA by the end of our Open Show in March 2019
 Points are collected from 01st August 2018 – 31st July 2019
 The dog and the bitch with the highest number of points will be asked to be our
representatives and will win their owners a ticket to the event. Should they be unable to
attend, the invitation will be passed to the next dog or bitch with the next highest number of
points
 Puppy and veteran points do not count
 Proof of wins may be requested

GENERAL OPEN SHOW
Position
First in Class
Best in Breed
Group One
Group Two
Group Three
Group Four
Best in Show
Reserve Best in Show

Points
1
2
4
3
2
1
5
3

BREED CLUB OPEN SHOW
First in Class
Best Dog/Bitch
Reserve Best Dog/Bitch
Best in Show

1
3
2
4

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
First in Class
3
Second in Class
2
Third in Class
1
Challenge Certificate
10
Reserve Challenge Certificate 5
Best of Breed
15
For example, if you dog wins Best in Show at a General Open Show, he will win:
First in Class
Best in Breed
Group One
Best in Show
Total number of points

1
2
4
5
12
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Views expressed in this Year Book are not necessarily those of the editor or the Officers of
Committee of the South Western Rottweiler Association. In addition, the Association does not
accept liability for the accuracy of any statements published.
No article or part of any article may be reproduced without the permission of its author.
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